Over the past few centuries this island, named Big Island by its Indigenous People (the Guanahani
Nation), has been settled by Non-Indigenous Peoples from away who have divided up their own
communities into various districts. This conference has been called in the hopes of uniting the island
under one government to become a new country. Here are the objectives of the conference that each
delegation will have to discuss before reaching a consensus with the other regions being represented:



The location of a capital city that represents the entire island
The preservation of the Treaty Relationship established between the early settlers and the
Guanahani Nation. The critical parts of the relationship are:
 The Treaty Relationship was established between the Guanahani Nation and the Crown of
the settler nation of origin.
 The Settler and Guanahani Nations are equal – one does not control the other
 Guanahani Sovereignty must not be compromised
 The Guanahani Nation does not recognize borders created by settler governments

Figure 1. A drawing depicting the Gunanhani-Crown Relationship. The Crown (left) and Guanahani (right) are
depicted as equals on the land.
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The preservation of your region’s settler language and culture
A national language
Which district will get the new Walmart?
A name of your country

Each delegation will come together to discuss which points are negotiable, and which ones must be
met in order for your district to enter into a federation.

Figure 2. Settler map of Guanahani Island

Figure 3. A map of Big Island used by the Guanahani Nation
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Delegation Information Sheet
Capital City
The settler Districts of Plymouth (Plymouth), Prince William (Bryan’s Fall), Taco (Antaya, York) and
Guanahani (Gunga Din) all have established cities. Wales and Genesis could build brand-new cities
anywhere in their districts.
National Language
All non-Indigenous folks of each district speak the same language (English) except for Wales who speaks
Welsh – the people of Wales are very protective of their language ever since the Great Migration to Wales
in 1791. There are some Welsh speakers (10% of their population) in the District of Taco.
Walmart Location
Walmart International wants to open a location in your country. Whichever district is chosen will receive
a huge injection of money, as well as a constant source of tax revenue.
Name of your country
This can be any name of your choosing. The Guanahani Nation refer to this island as (in English) “Big
Island.”
System of Government
Devise a system of government that will be able to unify the island, preserve the Treaty Relationship, as
well as preserve each region’s non-Indigenous language and culture.
 Who will be the Head of State?
 How will representatives be chosen?
Statistics
District Name
Plymouth
Taco
Guanahani
Prince William
Wales
Genesis
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Population
5,000,000
2,000,000
4,500,000
125,000
5,000,000
500,000

Area
4.5 million acres
14.25 million acres
3.9 million acres
5.3 million acres
13.7 million acres
3.5 million acres

Date it was
founded
1763
1763
1791
1867
1791
1867

Population (millions)

12

9
7.8

5.5
4.75

5

0.2

0.22

3.7
2.7

0.1
0.05
0

1
0.6
0.06

1.7
1
0.1

0.125

0.175

Years
English Speakers
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Welsh Speakers

Indigenous Language Speakers

